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Xi now free to rule for life
Rubber-stamp legislature
abolishes term limits
for Chinese president
By CHRISTOPHER BODEEN
ASSOCIATED PRESS

BEIJING — Xi Jinping, already
China’s most powerful leader in
more than a generation, received
a vastly expanded mandate as lawmakers Sunday abolished presidential term limits that had been
in place for more than 35 years and

wrote his political philosophy into
the country’s constitution.
In one swift vote, the rubber-stamp
legislature opened up the possibility
of Xi being president for life, returning China to the one-man-rule system that prevailed during the era of
Mao Zedong and the emperors who
preceded him.
The package of constitutional amendments passed the nearly
3,000-member National People’s
Congress almost unanimously, with
just two opposing votes and three
abstentions. The vote further un-

derscored the total domination of
Chinese politics by the 64-year-old
Xi, who is simultaneously the head
of state, leader of the ruling Communist Party and commander of the
1 million-member armed forces.
The move upends a system enacted by former Chinese leader Deng
Xiaoping in 1982 to prevent a return
to the bloody excesses of a lifelong
dictatorship typified by Mao’s chaotic 1966-1976 Cultural Revolution.
“This marks the biggest regression in China’s legal system since
the reform and opening-up era of

the 1980s,” said Zhang Lifan, an independent Beijing-based political
commentator.
“I’m afraid that this will all be
written into our history in the future,” Zhang said.
The change is widely seen as the
culmination of Xi’s efforts since being appointed leader of the party in
2012 to concentrate power in his own
hands and defy norms of collective
leadership practiced over the past
two decades.
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Larkfield-Wikiup rebuild
effort starts to gain steam
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State
refuses
to back
down
California residents
join in fight against
federal crackdown
By MARIA SACCHETTI
WASHINGTON POST

CHRISTOPHER CHUNG / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Manuel Guzman, left, and Jesus Angel work on the construction of Jim Dickey’s home on Dorchester Drive in Larkfield-Wikiup on Friday.

Hopes are high as replacement homes sprout in hard-hit community

By J.D. MORRIS
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

T

he lowlands of Larkfield-Wikiup remain scarred by barren
lots on streets where homes
used to stand and filled with scores
of blackened trees five months after
last year’s wildfires, but Jim Dickey’s lot is quickly showing strong
signs of rebirth.
A small team of workers was busy
Friday constructing forms for the
foundation of Dickey’s new house

in Larkfield Estates, signaling the
slow but steady rebuilding effort
progressing in the unincorporated
community north of Santa Rosa.
Dickey, who received his building
permit from Sonoma County in
mid-February, said he hopes to have
the foundation’s concrete poured
this week, and his new Dorchester
Drive home built by the end of the
year.
“I’m excited that we’re moving
forward and that there’s progress
happening in the neighborhood,”

Dickey said.
Dickey’s wife, Megan Basinger, a
Santa Rosa city employee, has been
instrumental in getting their home’s
rebuild up and running, he said.
She informed the couple’s decision
to move forward with a new craftsman-style home that will be a bit
larger than the one they had before,
though it will fit within the same
footprint, since their two children’s
bedrooms will be placed upstairs
TURN TO LARKFIELD » PAGE A2
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SAN FRANCISCO — In the
nerve center of the Trump resistance, some volunteers staff
24-hour hotlines in case immigration agents strike in the middle of the night.
Others flood neighborhoods
to film arrests and interview
witnesses. Local governments
are teaming with donors to hire
lawyers for those facing expulsion hearings.
California and the Trump administration are engaged in an
all-out war over immigration
enforcement, the president’s
signature issue on the campaign
trail and in the White House.
It is a deeply personal battle in
the
nation’s
most populous INSIDE
and economi- President Trump
cally powerful plans to visit
state, where 27 California on
percent of the Tuesday / A7
39 million residents are foreign-born.
Attorney General Jeff Sessions last week filed a lawsuit
accusing California and its new
slate of laws protecting immigrants of violating the Constitution and endangering federal
agents. In blistering remarks in
the state capital, the nation’s top
law enforcement official compared the actions of state and local officials to “secession” and a
“radical open-borders agenda.”
But California is not backing
down.
In San Francisco, Mayor
Mark Farrell called Sessions a
“moron” and has proposed expanding the budget for public
TURN TO IMMIGRATION » PAGE A7

Trump appears to shift gun stance
FLORIDA MASSACRE AFTERMATH » White House proposal
calls for arming schoolteachers, but age limit change absent
By PHILIP RUCKER
THE WASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON — The White House
on Sunday vowed to help provide
“rigorous firearms training” to some
schoolteachers and formally endorsed
a bill to tighten the federal background checks system, but backed
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off President Donald Trump’s earlier
call to raise the minimum age to purchase some guns to 21 years old from
18 years old.
Responding directly to last month’s
gun massacre at a Florida high school,
the administration rolled out a series
of policy proposals that focus largely
on mental health and school safety
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initiatives. The idea of arming some
teachers has been controversial and
has drawn sharp opposition from
the National Education Association,
the country’s largest teachers lobby,
among other groups.
Many of the student survivors have
urged Washington to toughen restrictions on gun purchases, but such
measures are fiercely opposed by the
National Rifle Association, and the
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TRUMP SEEKS AID IN PROBE FIGHT: Presi-

dent reportedly meets with former Clinton
impeachment attorney Emmet Flood / A6

CAROLYN KASTER / ASSOCIATED PRESS

President Donald Trump speaks at a Saturday rally at
Atlantic Aviation in Moon Township, Pennsylvania.
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